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Goals

1. To estimate the degradation of the error on r 
due to foreground marginalization 

2. To determine how this depends on our 
modeling assumptions

3. To determine optimal frequency allocation



Phase 1: Initial CMBPol 
noise

Freq (GHz)
 LC  TES 
(120’ pix)

  LC  TES 
(res4)

30 520 284

40 180 98

60 97 53

90 42 23

135 39 21

200 41 22

300 70 38

res4: Nside=16
nK thermo

Design sensitivity.
I assumed this was 

delta_T (pol)

EPIC specs (Bock et al)



Very simple maps on CMBPol wiki at res4 (16) and res7 (128) - dunkley 
v1.0

• Synchrotron:  WMAP K-band. Spectral index beta=-3

• Dust: FDS intensity, 5% polarized,  angles from starlight (res4), or K-
band (res7) index beta=1.7. 

• CMB: r=0.1,r=0.01,r=0.001 options using synfast.  Other params from 
Komatsu et al 2008.

• Noise: Gaussian random, uniform Nobs

• Total:  

‘Modular’: can replace any fits file for index or add steepening indices or 
component with a newer better sim and add them up.

Simulated Q/U maps

WMAP 5-year Parameters 3

Fig. 2.— Comparison of input and output components, and their chisq. Task: run the 5yr sim with 5yr noise and make these
plots. For chisq plot show average Q/U chisq. Compute total chisq numbers and think about what they should be and
put them in the text. Check two other cases: for pm 0.15 and for pm0.2 prior

3. THE FOREGROUND MODEL

We model the total polarized emission in antenna tem-
perature at frequency ν as

m(ν)= (ν/νK)βsAs + (ν/νW )βdAd + f(ν)Ac + n(ν)(5)

=
∑

k

αk(ν)Ak + n(ν), (6)

where as described in the previous section, mν is a vector
of length 2Np containing the total Stokes Q and U signal,
in antenna temperature, at frequency ν. The parameters
describing this model can be split into an amplitude vec-
tor, A = (Ac, As, Ad)T of length 6Np, and a coefficient
vector α(ν) = (αc, αs, αd)T of length 6Np at each fre-
quency. However, since the CMB is black-body, and we
assume power law behaviour in our model, the coefficient
vector reduces to β = (βs, βd)T , of length 4Np.

Given the observed, or simulated, data d, the joint
probability distribution of these parameters can be writ-
ten as

p(A, β|d) = p(d|A, β)p(A, β), (7)

with prior distribution p(A, β) and Gaussian likelihood

−2 ln p(d|A, β)= (d − m)TN−1(d− m) + c, (8)
with a normalization that appears as an additive term c
in the log-likelihood. Since there is no correlation of the
noise between frequencies, we can write this as∑

ν

(d(ν) − m(ν))T N(ν)−1(d(ν) − m(ν)) (9)

Our main objective is estimate the marginalized distri-
bution for the CMB amplitude in each pixel,

p(Ac|d) =

∫
p(A, β|d)dAsdAddβ, (10)

from which we can compute maps and errors. A useful
product is also estimates for the Galactic components.
We do this by Gibbs sampling, using an extension known
as Metropolis-within-Gibbs.

We make three simplifying assumptions, which can be
phrased as placing priors on the parameters β. First, we
assume the indices in Q and U are the same. Second
the spectrum of thermal dust is fixed over the sky, with
fiducial value β = 1.7 motivated by Finkbeiner et al.
(1999). (we later test the dependence on this assump-
tion). Third, we define Ni < Np regions of the sky within
which βs takes a common value, rather than allow it to
take a unique value at each pixel. This is motivated by
our understanding of the emission process: even though
we expect spatial variation due to the different ages of
the electron populations, the electron diffusion rate limits
how much the index can vary over a short range (Strong
et al. 2000, 2007). We choose Ni = 30 in the fiducial
model. where to iclude; We do not allow for a
steepening of the index in our fiducial model.

3.1. Sampling the distribution

The distribution is described by 6Np amplitudes and
Ni synchrotron spectral indices. We cannot sample the
joint distribution p(A, β|d) directly, so we use Markov
Chain Monte Carlo methods to draw samples from it. It
can be sliced into two conditional distributions p(A|β,d)
and p(β|A,d), so we can use Gibbs sampling to draw al-
ternately from each conditional distribution, construct-
ing a Markov chain with the desired joint distribution as
its stationary distribution.

We briefly review Gibbs sampling for the case of one
A parameter and one β parameter: we start from some

A=Q,U vector



Sim v1.0 maps, uK 
antenna units 

30 GHz 

40 GHz 

60 GHz 

90 GHz 

135 GHz 

200 GHz 

300 GHz 



• Each pixel has 6 amplitudes  A  --> 6N_p

• Map has N_i synchrotron and dust indices (ie many pixels share beta)

• Sample the posterior distribution p(A,beta|d) - marginalize for p(A_c|d).

• Likelihood 

• Split distribution into slices of constant A and constant beta.  Gibbs 
sampling at constant beta, Metropolis at constant A

Gibbs sampling to estimate maps
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• How different to FGFit? - In a single pixel, idea is same. Except FGFit 
draws 6A and 2beta with Metropolis.  But I let many pixels have 
same index, so easier to sample multiple amplitudes with Gibbs.  
Also, if I have correlated noise, I must draw all 6N amplitudes 
simultaneously.

• How different to Commander? - don’t estimate C_ells until later. 



Test 1 • Use LC TES specs, with r=0.01 fiducial

• Don’t vary spectral indices, vary synchrotron and dust amplitudes

• Start at Nside=16, just aiming for reionization bump

chisq/dof = 
1.00 (Q cmb)
1.03 (U cmb)

Q Stokes
In Out (In-Out)/Sigma



Error maps with foregrounds

LC Coadd noise= 0.011uK/pix

LC Q marginalized error for fixed 
indices

Reminder of how foregrounds 
can inflate errors (WMAP5 

Dunkley et al 2008). I expect 
CMBPol errors in plane to blow 

up for varying indices

WMAP5 Q marginalized error 
with some priors



• We have marginalized CMB Q and U map, and Ninv

• Compute exact EE/BB likelihood p(C_l|d) using e.g. Page et al 2007

• Start from this eqn: 

• Use 1D grid in r (or in tau): compute likelihood at each step. Fix 
other parameters to fiducial values. 

• (Thanks to Eiichiro Komatsu and WMAP team for code)

How to estimate ‘r’ from 
maps?

– 53 –

C.3. Covariance Matrix: Ansatz

The inverse of the Fisher matrix gives the covariance matrix, Σ. While we use the
map-based exact likelihood described in Appendix D for the cosmological analysis, it is still

useful to have an approximate method to evaluate the likelihood of the data given theory
and noise model from the power spectra. For this purpose, we use the following ansatz:

ΣTE TE
! =

(
STT

! + nTT
eff !

) (
SEE

! + nEE
eff !

)
+

(
STE

!

)2

(2! + 1)
[
fTE

sky eff (!)
]2 (C12)

ΣTB TB
! =

(
STT

! + nTT
eff !

) (
SBB

! + nBB
eff !

)
(2! + 1)

[
fTB

sky eff (!)
]2 (C13)

ΣEE EE
! =

2
(
SEE

! + nEE
eff !

)2

(2! + 1)
[
fEE

sky eff(!)
]2 (C14)

ΣBB BB
! =

2
(
SBB

! + nBB
eff !

)2

(2! + 1)
[
fBB

sky eff(!)
]2 (C15)

ΣEB EB
! =

(
SEE

! + nEE
eff !

) (
SBB

! + nBB
eff !

)
(2! + 1)

[
fEB

sky eff(!)
]2 (C16)

In these expressions neff ! denotes the effective noise as a function of ! and fsky eff denotes
the effective fraction of the sky observed. These are obtained from comparing the ansatz

to the inverse of the Fisher matrices derived in the previous sections. We have found that

fXY
sky !

√
fXX

sky fY Y
sky to a very good approximation. See also Kogut et al. (2003) for the

evaluation of ΣTE TE
! and Hinshaw et al. (2006) for the evaluation of ΣTT TT

! .

D. Exact Likelihood Evaluation at Low Multipoles

At low multipoles, l ≤ 23, we evaluate the likelihood of the data for a given theoretical
model exactly from the temperature and polarization maps. The standard likelihood is given
by

L("m|S)d"m =
exp

[−1
2 "mt(S + N)−1 "m

]
|S + N |1/2

d"m

(2π)3np/2
, (D1)



Results from Test 1

Is offset in r (1) unlucky, (2) bias, or (3) bug? Being checked!

Two more tests being run: no foreground, and r=0 model

Compare to Fisher matrix: r=0.01 \pm 0.001 in Verde et al 2005

Note: this is too simple an assumption, but demonstration of method. 

Param input
Output

foreground  
marginalized

DF

tau
(fixed r)

0.09
0.087\pm0.0025

TBD

r
(fixed tau)

0.01
0.015\pm0.002

TBD

Note: tau 
sampled too 

coarsely (0.005) 
in grid



Phase 2+: Better modeling

• Add spectral index marginalization of dust and synchrotron 
with increasing spatial and frequency variation. How bad 
does it get? How biased does it get? What should we use?

• Test Nside=128 maps for the l=100 peak

• Use better simulated maps of the dust and synchrotron

• And, vary the noise distribution among frequencies - talk to 
systematics WGs.


